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After his first semester at the University of Illinois, freshman Don Beitz walked into his adviser’s office to register for second-semester classes. His adviser pointed a finger at him and said, “Beitz! You’re going to graduate school!”

Beitz, who described himself as a rather timid new college student, said: “What’s graduate school?” His adviser told him; it meant he’d be taking a lot more math, chemistry and physics. Beitz liked the sound of that; he excelled in all those.

Then his adviser pointed his finger again. He pointed down the hallway, where he told Beitz to go see a colleague and ask for a job working in his research lab.

Beitz listened and took both suggestions. He also learned a lesson in advising students that he’s used many times in his 45 years on the Iowa State faculty. “My adviser got to know me, took me under his wing and helped me. He was relatively forward in making his
don beitz, co-creator of the agricultural biochemistry major, is known for creating a warm and welcoming environment and tailoring his advising style to meet students’ unique needs.

beitz has sustained a remarkable enthusiasm for education, research and establishing lifelong ties with his students. he thinks of his students, past and present, as extended family.

one of those “family members” is kim buhman (’92 ag biochemistry), an associate professor of nutrition science at purdue university.

“from dr. beitz, i learned a lot about the importance of being active, enjoying life and being inquisitive in whatever you do,” buhman says. “but his role as a lifelong mentor is what i treasure most. he continues to introduce me to new people, helps me to identify opportunities i haven’t imagined before and offers suggestions and support when i need it most. his strong passion for people, science and knowledge created this network that has served so many. dr. beitz is a gem.”

beitz says it’s simply a joy to help students find something they’re excited about and will love to do after college. “it makes me feel good at heart.”

for more than 25 years, beitz has taught a seminar for freshmen with a focus on science, biotechnology, dna and biochemistry. near the start of the freshman seminar, he talks about defining life on chemistry terms.

“i tell them the difference between life and death is a sodium pump. students just look at me. so i explain how our bodies take fuel, burn it and make atp. we use atp to keep sodium out of our cells so we have a gradient. as long as that sodium pump is working, the brain functions. as soon as that gradient disappears, the brain dies. we have some great discussions. it’s amazing how much interest you generate when you start talking about whether you are what you eat.”

beitz considers himself the most fortunate guy in the world. as he was completing his graduate degree at michigan state and about to accept a job offer in another state, he got a phone call from norm jacbson at iowa state. jacbson, a dairy nutrition physiologist, invited him to interview for a faculty position that was half animal science, half biochemistry. after the interview, beitz was offered the job and accepted immediately.

“it was a perfect fit. we had a great set of faculty members in the nutritional physiology program. we started the agricultural biochemistry major. i believe strongly that we need to train students in the fundamental sciences so they can apply them to agriculture. it’s what i’ve loved about my own research.”

his research has covered cholesterol issues in animals and humans; nutritional
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alumni on beitz: caring mentor, contagious positive spirit

share your own beitz story and read more from his former students steve johnston (’90 ag biochemistry, ms ’91 biochemistry and biophysics), andrew brown (’07 biochemistry) and kimberly buhman (’92 ag biochemistry).